Abstract. We present our further observations on the structure of the AES algorithm relating to the cyclic properties of the functions used in this cipher. We note that the maximal period of the linear layer of the AES algorithm is short, as previously observed by S. Murphy and M.J.B. Robshaw. However, we also note that when the non-linear and the linear layer are combined, the maximal period is dramatically increased not to allow algebraic clues for its cryptanalysis. At the end of this paper we describe the impact of our observations on the security of the AES algorithm. We conclude that although the AES algorithm consists of simple functions, this cipher is much more complicated than might have been expected.
Introduction
A well-designed SPN (Substitution Permutation Network) structure block cipher, Rijndael ] has led to some commentators' concern about the security of this cipher. In particular, S. Murphy and M.J.B. Robshaw [?,?] have modified the original structure of the AES algorithm so that the affine transformation used for generating the S-box (non-linear layer) is included in the linear layer, and have shown that any input to the modified linear layer of the AES algorithm is mapped to itself after 16 iterations of the linear transformation (the maximal period of the modified linear layer is 16 [?,?] . Based on this observation, they have remarked that the linear layer of the AES algorithm may not be so effective at mixing data. At this stage, to make the concept of "mixing data" clear, we briefly define the effect of mixing data, which Murphy and Robshaw considered. We define that in a set K consisting of n elements, if an input of a function F is mapped to itself after p iterations of the function, then the effect of mixing data is e = p n . In this paper, we present our further observations on the AES algorithm in terms of the cyclic properties of the AES algorithm. We examine the cyclic properties of the AES algorithm via each function in the original structure. We note that the maximal period of each function used in the AES algorithm is short, and that the maximal period of the composition of the functions used in the linear layer is also short. We however note that the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer dramatically increases the maximal period of the basic structure to highly guarantee the effect of mixing data. Specifically, we have found that :
• any input data block of the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer) returns to the initial state after 277182 (≈ 2 18 ) repeated applications (the maximal period of the SubBytes transformation is 277182).
• any input data block of the ShiftRows transformation (in the linear layer) returns to the initial state after 4 repeated applications (the maximal period of the ShiftRows transformation is 4).
• any input data block of the MixColumns transformation (in the linear layer) returns to the initial state after 4 repeated applications as well (the maximal period of the MixColumns transformation is 4).
• when the ShiftRows transformation and the MixColumns transformation in the linear layer are considered together, the maximal period is 8.
• when the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer) and the ShiftRows transformation (in the linear layer) are considered together, the maximal period is 554364 (≈ 2 19 ).
More importantly, we have found that the maximal period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer) and the MixColumns transformation (in the linear layer) is 1,440,607,416,177,321,097,705,832,170,004,940 (≈ 2 110 ). Our observations indicate that the structure of the AES algorithm is good enough to bring magnificent synergy effects in mixing data when the linear and the non-linear layers are combined. In the last part of this paper we discuss the relevance of our observations to the security of the AES algorithm. This paper is organised as follows: the description of the AES algorithm is presented in Section 2; the cyclic properties of the functions are described in Section 3; the impact of our observations on the security of the AES algorithm are discussed in Section 4; and the conclusion is given in Section 5.
Description of the AES algorithm
The AES algorithm is an SPN structure block cipher, which processes variablelength blocks with variable-length keys (128, 192, and 256 As Figure 1 shows, the AES algorithm consists of a non-linear layer (SubBytes transformation) and linear layer (ShiftRows transformation and MixColumns transformation). Each byte in the block is bytewise substituted by the SubBytes transformation using a 256-byte S-box, and then every byte in each row is cyclicly shifted by a certain value (row #0: 0, row #1: 1, row #2: 2, row #3: 3) by the ShiftRows transformation. After this, all four bytes in each column are mixed through the MixColumns transformation by the matrix formula in Figure  2 . Here, each column is considered as a polynomial over GF (2 8 ), and multiplied with a fixed polynomial 03 · x 3 + 01 · x 2 + 01 · x + 02 (modulo x 4 + 1). After these operations, a 128-bit round key extended from the Cipher Key is XORed in the last part of the round. The MixColumns transformation is omitted in the last round (10th round), but before the first round a 128-bit initial round key is XORed through the initial round key addition routine. The round keys are derived from the Cipher Key by the following manner: Let us denote the columns in the Cipher Key by CK 0 ,CK 1 ,CK 2 ,CK 3 , the columns in the round keys by K 0 ,K 1 ,K 2 ,. . .,K 43 , and the round constants by Rcon. Then the columns in the round keys are
otherwise. 
Cyclic Properties of the Functions
In this section, we refer to cyclic properties of the functions used in the AES algorithm. The cyclic property of each function is examined first, and then the cyclic properties of the combined functions are obtained. For future reference, we define f
Cyclic Property of Each Function Cyclic Property of the SubBytes Transformation
From the analysis of 256 substitution values in the S-box, we have found the maximal period of the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer).
Property 1 Every input byte of the S-box returns to the initial value after some t repeated applications of the substitution. In other words, for any input i of the
The 256 values of the input byte can be classified into five small groups as in Table 1 according to the values of t. The number of values in each group (the period of each group) is 87, 81, 59, 27, and 2 respectively.
In Table 1 , each value in each group is mapped to the value next to it. For example 'f2' → '89' → 'a7' → · · · → '04' → 'f2', and '73' → '8f' → '73'. From Property 1, we can see that although the S-box is a non-linear function, every input block of the SubBytes transformation is mapped to itself after some repeated applications of the SubBytes transformation. Indeed, we see that if each byte in an input block (16 bytes) is '8f' or '73' (in group 5), then this block returns to the initial state after just two applications of the SubBytes transformation. From Property 1, if we consider the L.C.M (Least Common Multiple) of 87, 81, 59, 27, and 2, then we find the following cyclic property of the SubBytes transformation.
Property 2 For any input block I of the SubBytes transformation,
That is, the maximal period of the SubBytes transformation is 277182. The minimal period of the SubBytes transformation is 2 when each byte in the input block I is '8f ' or '73'. 
Cyclic Property of the ShiftRows Transformation
The cyclic property of the ShiftRows transformation is immediately found from the shift values (row #0: 0, row #1: 1, row #2: 2, row #3: 3) in each row.
Property 3 For any input block I of the ShiftRows transformation,
Shif tRows(Shif tRows(Shif tRows(Shif tRows(I)))) = I.
In other words, the maximal period of the ShiftRows transformation is 4. The minimal period of the ShiftRows transformation is 1 when all bytes in the input block I are the same.
Cyclic Property of the MixColumns Transformation
In terms of the MixColumns transformation, we have found that the maximal period of this function is 4. Let us look carefully once again at the algebraic structure of the MixColumns transformation described in Section 2. As realised, each input column (four bytes) is considered as a polynomial over GF (2 8 ) and multiplied modulo x 4 +1 with a fixed polynomial b(x) = 03·x 3 +01·x 2 +01·x+02. This can be written as a matrix multiplication, as in Figure 2 , and from this matrix formula we can obtain the relation between an input column (I c ) and the corresponding output column (O c ). Hence, we can find that for any input column I c (four bytes),
where M is the matrix multiplication described in Figure 2 . When all four bytes of I c are the same, M (I c ) = I c .
If we now consider one input block (four columns) of the MixColumns transformation described in Figure 1 , then we find the following property. In other words, the maximal period of the MixColumns transformation is 4. The minimal period of the MixColumns transformation is 1 when the bytes are the same in each column.
Cyclic Properties of Combined Functions
We now refer to the cyclic properties of cases when the above functions are combined. We first refer to the maximal period of the linear layer (the composition of the ShiftRows transformation and the MixColumns transformation). In the case when the ShiftRows transformation and the MixColumns transformation are considered together, we obtain the maximal period of the linear layer.
Property 5 Any input block I of the linear layer is mapped to itself after 8 repeated applications of the linear layer. In other words, the maximal period of the linear layer is 8.
From the two minimal periods referred to in Property 3 and Property 4 we obtain the following property.
Property 6 Any input block I of the linear layer, in which all bytes are the same, is mapped to itself after one application of the linear layer. That is, the minimal period of the linear layer is 1.
When the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer) and the ShiftRows transformation (in the linear layer) are combined, we obtain the following cyclic property from the L.C.M of the two maximal periods referred to in Property 2 and Property 3.
Property 7
Any input block I of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the ShiftRows transformation is mapped to itself after 554364 repeated applications of the composition. In other words, the maximal period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the ShiftRows transformation is 554364.
Property 8 In Property 7, if all bytes in the input block I are the same and are either '73' or '8f ', then this block is mapped to itself after two repeated applications of the composition. That is, the minimal period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the ShiftRows transformation is 2.
More importantly, we show that although the maximal periods of both the non-linear layer and the linear layer are short, the maximal period is surprisingly increased in the composition of the non-linear layer and the MixColumns transformation. We first change the order of the SubBytes transformation and the ShiftRows transformation with each other as shown in Figure 3 ( We then consider the S-box and the MixColumns transformation together. As a result, we obtain an extended S-box, ES-box, which consists of 2 32 nonlinear substitution paths, as shown in Figure 3 (c) and Table 2 . Now, using the same idea used to obtain Property 1, we classify the 2 32 four-byte input values of the ES-box into 52 small groups according to their periods. ) , and so on. Table 3 shows the classification of all substitution values in the ES-box, which has been obtained from our analysis (see the appendix for more details). From these values of the periods we finally find that the maximal period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation (non-linear layer) and the MixColumns transformation (in the linear layer) is 1,440,607,416,177,321,097,705,832, 170,004,940 (≈ 2 110 ). Here, we note that the maximal period of this composition is the largest L.C.M of any four values above. This is because one input block consists of four columns.
We now discuss shorter periods of the composition of the the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation which cryptanalysts may be concerned about. We first refer to the minimal period. In very rare cases where each column in an input block I is '73737373', '8f8f8f8f', '5da35da3', 'c086c086', 'a35da35d' or '86c086c0' (each of these values is mapped to itself after 2 iterations of ES-box: see the appendix), for example, I = 8f8f8f8f c086c086 73737373 5da35da3, the period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation is 2 (this is the minimal period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation). We next refer to the periods of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation for input blocks in which all bytes are the same. If all bytes in an input block I of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation are the same, then this block leads to an output block in which all bytes are the same. In this case, the period of the composition of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation is the same as the period of the S-box referred to in Table 1 . For example, if the bytes in an input block I of the combined function of the SubBytes transformation and the MixColumns transformation are all 'f2', then this block is mapped to itself after 87 iterations of this combined function (see Group #1 in Table 1 and Period 87 in the appendix).
In the next section, we discuss that input blocks having short periods could provide some algebraic clues for cryptanalysis, as some previous works have expected [?,?] . We show that input blocks having short periods, when compared with others, could have relatively simple hidden algebraic relations with the corresponding output blocks. However, we also note that although in some cases the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer has short periods which could provide some algebraic clues for cryptanalysis, the key schedule of the AES algorithm does not allow the short periods to go on.
Impact on the Security of the AES algorithm
In this section, we discuss the impact of our observations on the security of the AES algorithm. We show that input blocks having short periods (the effect of mixing data e = p n is very small) are apt to give hidden algebraic clues for cryptanalysis when compared with others. To do this, we first find some input blocks having shortest periods in the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer (the SubBytes transformation+the ShiftRows transformation+the MixColumns transformation).
Property 9
For any input block I of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer (the SubBytes transformation, the ShiftRows transformation, and the MixColumns transformation), if all bytes in I are the same, then all bytes in the output block are also the same. In this case, the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer is equivalent to the S-box because the ShiftRows transformation and the MixColumns transformation do not affect the data transformation.
Property 10 For any input block I of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer, if all bytes in I are equal to i (any value), then the period of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer for this input block is the same as the period of the S-box for i.
For example, if the bytes in an input block I of the composition of the nonlinear layer and the linear layer are all 'ef', then this input block is mapped to itself after 27 iterations (the period of the S-box for 'ef' is 27 as given in Table  1 ). This means that the effect of mixing data of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer is e = 27 2 128 for this input block (2 128 is the number of all possible blocks presented by 128 bits).
Property 11
In Property 10, if all bytes in I are the same and are either '73' or '8f ', then I is mapped to itself after 2 iterations of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer. In other words, the minimal period of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer is 2 (the minimal effect of mixing data of the non-linear layer and the linear layer is e = 2 2 128 ). We now show that input blocks having short periods could provide some algebraic clues for cryptanalysis if the key schedule of the AES algorithm were not well-designed. Let us assume that contrary to the original key schedule of the AES algorithm, for any Cipher Key in which all bytes are the same, a certain key schedule generates round keys in which each round key has all its bytes the same. (This does not actually appear in the original key schedule.) For example, suppose that the initial round key consists of all '78', that the first round key consists of all '6f', . . ., and that the tenth round key consists of all '63'. Then, if we consider the encryption procedure, we see, from Property 9, that any plaintext in which all bytes are the same leads to a ciphertext in which all bytes are the same. This means that if anyone uses, for encryption, a Cipher Key in which all bytes are the same, then attackers will easily become aware of this fact with a chosen plaintext in which all bytes are the same. As long as the attackers realise this fact, it will be easy to find the Cipher Key. They will find the Cipher Key from 256 key searches. However, we note that this scenario does not occur with the original key schedule of the AES algorithm because plaintexts having short periods are not able to keep up the short periods in the original key schedule. For example, we consider the most simple case where a plaintext, in which all bytes are '73', is encrypted with a Cipher Key in which all bytes are '00'. In this case, by Property 11, the period of the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer is 2 for the intermediate text after the first round key addition. We here emphasise once again that although the combined function of the non-linear layer and the linear layer of the AES algorithm has some short periods in rare cases, the key schedule does not allow these short periods to go on, thus denying algebraic clues for its cryptanalysis.
We have summarised our further observations on the AES algorithm relating to the cyclic properties of this cipher. Specifically, we have shown that the maximal period of each function used in the AES algorithm is short, and that the maximal period of the composition of the functions used in the linear layer is short as well. However, more importantly, we have also shown that the well-designed structure brings remarkable synergy effects in the cyclic property of this cipher when the linear layer and the non-linear layer are combined. We note that the structure of the AES algorithm is good enough to guarantee high data mixing effects. We also note that although the composition of the non-linear layer and the linear layer of the AES algorithm has, in some cases, short periods which could provide some algebraic clues for its cryptanalysis, the well-designed key schedule does not allow these short periods to go on. We believe that the combination of the simple functions in the well-designed structure is one of the advantages of the AES algorithm although some research studies have been recently making considerable progress [?,?] in the cryptanalysis of the AES-like block ciphers.
